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Seasons & Activities
Do you enjoy Vemont’s seasons; Summer, Winter, Fall, and Spring?

Seasons are one of my favorite things about Vermont. I find the weather of
Vermont very fascinating and love our unique seasons. Fall is my favorite
season, it has perfect weather and beautiful colors. There are endless
activities to do in each season of Vermont. I enjoy hiking in the Fall with my
dog Chevy. Do you have a favorite seasonal activity?

There are a lot of things you can do in a Vermont winter but I love
sledding best. Once I went sledding with my friends Alexis and Anna, it was
so fun! I Also love going on winter hikes, seeing Vemont’s beautiful snowy
mountains, and enjoying the delightful sights in the winter. You can also try
some of Vermont’s winter sports, enjoy skiing, snowboarding, ice skating
and more! Did you know temperatures in Vermont quickly plummet and
often drop as low as -16 degrees Fahrenheit!

My birthday is in Spring and I look forward to it every year. Once on
my birthday we went to The Fun Spot, an activity center, and played laser
tag. I enjoy watching the Spring flowers bloom, gardening with my family
and going on hikes. In the Spring, all the snow melts away and you can see
the lovely mountains that look as green as Emeralds. Did you know that in
Spring sugar shacks are open, where you can watch people make
Vermont’s famous maple syrup!

Fall is my favorite season. I love to relax outside, jump in the leaves
with my dog, spend time with my family and gaze at the beautifully covered
mountains. The trees look like a sunset, leaves blending together red,
orange, yellow and green. I also love to go on walks in the crisp Fall air.



Fall is my perfect season, it is never too cold and never too hot. Did you
know that 3.5 million people visit Vermont to see our beautiful trees each
Fall.

Summer in Vermont is always hot and humid, I love to go swimming
to beat the heat. My sister once taught me how to touch the bottom of the
pool but it made my ears hurt. During Summer, I like to enjoy the weather
while it lasts, playing sports, hanging out with friends and visiting some of
Vermont's beautiful lakes and rivers. Everyone loves ice cream in the
Summertime and Vermont definitely has the most delicious. Did you know it
is the home of Ben & Jerry’s and the “Maple Creamy”?

Clearly there are plenty of things to do in Vermont, no matter what
season it is. Every year I enjoy watching the seasons change, and love
how different they all are. However, my favorite time of year will forever be
Fall. Vermont might be small but it certainly has a lot to offer. It is truly the
state of four seasons.

"All in all, Vermont is a jewel state small but precious."
- Pearl S. Buck




